Monomers of L-alanine (ALA) were isolated in cryogenic nitrogen matrices at 14 K. Two conformers were identified for the compound trapped from the gas-phase into the solid nitrogen environment. The potential energy surface (PES) of ALA was theoretically calculated at the MP2 and QCISD levels. Twelve minima were located on this PES. Seven low-energy conformers fall within the 0-10 kJ mol −1 range and should be appreciably populated in the equilibrium gas phase prior to deposition. Observation of only two forms in the matrices is explained in terms of calculated barriers to conformational rearrangements. All conformers with the O=C−O−H moiety in the cis orientation are separated by low barriers and collapse to the most stable form I during deposition of the matrix onto the low-temperature substrate. The second observed form II has the O=C−O−H group in the trans orientation. The remaining trans forms have very high relative energies (between 24 and 30 kJ mol −1 ) and are not populated. The high-energy trans form VI, that differs from I only by rotation of the OH group, was found to be separated from other conformers by barriers that are high enough to open a perspective for its stabilization in a matrix. The form VI was photoproduced in situ by narrow-band near-infrared irradiation of the samples at 6935-6910 cm −1 , where the first overtone of the OH stretching vibration in form I appears. The photogenerated form VI decays in N 2 matrices back to conformer I with a characteristic decay time of ∼15 min. The mechanism of the VI → I relaxation is rationalized in terms of the proton tunneling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Amino acids are of great relevance, since they are the building blocks of central molecular elements of life. 1 The structural studies of gas-phase amino acids, where they exist in non-ionized neutral form (in contrast with the zwitterionic form of the solid-phase), provided vital information to understand the dynamics and the proprieties of peptides and proteins backbones. 2 Due to the rotational flexibility of neutral amino acids several conformational forms may arise, which result from the balance between stabilizing effects of hyperconjugation and intramolecular H-bonds, and destabilizing steric effects as well as the lone electron pairs repulsion. Therefore, especially taking into account the involved subtle different interactions, understanding the conformational landscape of amino acids, establishing their structure and properties, is still an important goal to be achieved and an active research topic.
Alanine (H 2 N−CH(CH 3 )−CO 2 H) is the simplest chiral natural amino acid and one of the most important. Therefore, it is not surprising that several theoretical [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and experimental [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] studies on alanine neutral form have been performed in order to understand its structure and conformational dynamics. One of the first important experimental studies was carried out using free-jet microwave spectroscopy and allowed the identification of two alanine a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
reva@qui.uc.pt.
conformers, I and IIa (Fig. 1) , and the determination of their rotational constants and dipole moments. 11 The same conformers, I and IIa, were also identified for alanine trapped in a low-temperature argon matrix, and the infrared spectroscopic signatures of these forms have been established. 12 Furthermore, the rotational spectrum of gas-phase alanine was obtained using laser-ablation Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy and the structures of conformers I and IIa were experimentally determined.
14 From the theoretical studies on gas-phase alanine, it has been predicted the existence of up to 13 possible conformers. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Their geometries, relative energies, and several spectroscopic proprieties were estimated at the HF, MP2, and B3LYP levels of theory using different basis sets. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The two lowest energy alanine conformers, I and IIa, were also studied using rigorous CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ ab initio calculations, and their semi-experimental equilibrium structures were determined by the refinement of experimental rotational constants data. 9 If only theoretical relative energies are considered, the corresponding gas-phase equilibrium populations, derived from Boltzmann statistics, cannot be reconciled with the population of alanine conformers found in the experimental studies. Indeed, some conformers that according to their computed relative energies should significantly contribute to the gas-phase conformational equilibrium have never been experimentally detected with certainty. These experimental results have been interpreted (sometimes with the aid of the computation of the relevant potential-energy-surface regions) 5 as a consequence of conformational relaxation to the more stable, lower-energy conformational forms. Actually, in two independent studies, one using Raman spectroscopy 17 of jetcooled alanine and the other using valence photoelectron spectroscopy, 18 the identification of four gas-phase alanine conformers (I, IIa, IIb, and IIIa) has been claimed. Notwithstanding, the unambiguous identification of IIb and IIIa is still questionable, as will be shown below.
The lack of unequivocal identification of low-energy alanine conformers other than I and IIa has never been sufficiently rationalized hitherto. In the current work, we performed a detailed analysis of the full potential-energy surface (PES) of alanine, in order to localize all the conformational minima as well as to estimate the barriers separating them. The resulting theoretical picture was then confronted with the results obtained in the experimental study of L-alanine isolated in low-temperature nitrogen matrices. Moreover, a new conformational high-energy form VI of the compound has been generated by narrowband near-IR tunable selective vibrational excitation of the most stable conformer I. The relaxation of the photogenerated form VI back to I, occurring by hydrogen-atom tunneling mechanism, has also been investigated.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Materials
A commercial L-alanine (ALA) sample (Aldrich, ≥98% purity) and nitrogen gas (Air Liquide, N60 purity) were used.
B. Matrix-isolation
For preparing matrices, a solid sample of ALA was sublimated (at ∼400 K) using a miniature glass oven placed in the vacuum chamber of the cryostat. The vapors of the compound were then deposited, simultaneously with a large excess of nitrogen gas, onto a cold (14 K) CsI substrate. The temperature of the CsI window was measured directly by a silicon diode sensor, connected to a digital controller (Scientific Instruments, model 9650-1), with an accuracy of 0.1 K. In all experiments, an APD Cryogenics closed-cycle helium refrigeration system with a DE-202A expander was used.
C. FTIR spectroscopy
The mid-IR spectra (4000-400 cm −1 ; 0.5 cm −1 resolution) were obtained using a Thermo Nicolet 6700 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer, equipped with a deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS) detector and a Ge/KBr beam splitter. The near-IR (8500-2000 cm −1 ; 1 cm −1 resolution) spectra were recorded using the same spectrometer and the detector but equipped with a CaF 2 beamsplitter. Modifications of the sample compartment of the spectrometer were made in order to accommodate the cryostat head and allow an efficient purging of the system by a continuous stream of dry air to avoid interference from atmospheric H 2 O and CO 2 . To protect matrices from light with wavenumbers greater than 2100 cm −1 , a standard Edmund Optics longpass filter was used (transmission cut-off 4.73 μm).
D. Near-IR laser irradiation experiments
Matrices were irradiated using narrowband (fwhm ∼0.2 cm −1 ) tunable near-IR light provided by the idler beam of a Quanta-Ray MOPO-SL pulsed optical parametric oscillator (pulse energy 10-12 mJ, repetition rate = 10 Hz, duration = 10 ns) pumped with a pulsed Nd:YAG laser.
E. Theoretical calculations
All calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 09 program. 19 The two-dimensional (2D) relaxed PES of ALA were exhaustively explored at the standard MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. The geometries of the local minima found were optimized and their harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated using the same theory level, in order to characterize the nature of stationary points. Geometry optimizations and vibrational calculations were also performed at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and the QCISD/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory, as they are implemented in GAUSSIAN 09. In all cases, the TIGHT convergence criteria were used during geometry optimization. The B3LYP and MP2 vibrational frequencies were calculated analytically and QCISD frequencies were calculated numerically.
The harmonic vibrational frequencies, calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level and used in the analysis of experimental IR spectra, were all scaled by 0. the calculated intensities, were used to simulate the spectra shown in the figures. In these simulations, the absorptions were broadened by Lorentzian profiles (fwhm = 4 cm −1 ) and centered at the calculated (scaled) frequencies using the SYN-SPEC software. 20 Note that the peak intensities in the simulated spectra (shown in units of "relative intensity") differ from the calculated intensities (in km mol −1 ), because they were set to satisfy the condition that the integrated band area in simulated spectrum corresponds to the calculated infrared intensity.
The theoretical normal modes were analyzed by carrying out the potential energy distribution (PED) calculations, performed according to the procedure described in Refs. 21 and 22. The set of internal coordinates used in the PED analysis was defined following the recommendations of Pulay et al. 23 These coordinates are listed in Table S1 (in the supplementary material). Cartesian force constants were transformed into the force constants with respect to the molecule-fixed internal coordinates. Potential-energy-distribution matrices have been calculated, and the elements of these matrices greater than 10% are given in Table II, and Tables S2 and S3 (supplementary material).
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Potential energy surface of L-alanine
The ALA molecule has three main conformational degrees of freedom, related with the internal rotation around the C−O, (O=)C−C α , and C α −N single bonds, which give rise to the existence of several conformational structures. Previous theoretical studies located up to 13 possible minima on the PES of alanine, and the analysis of the relative energies of these minima as well as of the geometry of the corresponding structures have also been reported. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] However, in order to understand and recognize the nature of ALA conformers that would be relevant from the viewpoint of the experiments carried out in the present work, a detailed investigation of the PES of ALA requires not only characterization of the local minima but also of the barriers connecting (or separating) them.
As it was shown in all previous theoretical studies, the O=C−O−H dihedral angle in ALA adopts only two orientations, cis and trans. Considering these two orientations, relaxed PES scans were performed on 2D grids of points as a function of two dihedral angles, N−C−C=O and (Lp)−N−C−C ("Lp" stands for the lone pair of the nitrogen atom, which was defined as a direction in the plane bisecting the two HNC planes), which were incrementally fixed with a step of 20
• while the remaining parameters were optimized. Figure 2 presents the 2D contour maps of the two resulting PES of ALA calculated at MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory. Twelve minima were identified on the PES, and the structures of the corresponding conformations are graphically presented in Fig. S1 (supplementary material). 42 The Cartesian coordinates of all minimum-energy structures of ALA calculated at different levels of theory are also given in the supplementary material. The relative electronic energies ( E) TABLE I. Relative electronic energies ( E) and relative Gibbs energies at 400 K ( G 400K ) calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, MP2/6-311++G(d,p), and QCISD/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory, and the equilibrium populations of ALA conformers estimated from the relative Gibbs energies at 400 K (P 400 and the relative Gibbs energies at 400 K ( G 400K ), calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, MP2/6-311++G(d,p), and QCISD/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory, and the corresponding equilibrium populations of ALA conformers estimated from the relative Gibbs energies at 400 K (P 400 ) are provided in Table I . The nomenclature used in the present work is in accordance with that suggested by Császár, 6 where the alanine structures 1-13 correspond to I, IIa, IIb, IIIa, IIIb, IVa, IVb, Va, Vb, VI, VII, VIIIa, and VIIIb in an increasing order of electronic energy.
As shown in the right part of Fig. 2 , the PES of ALA with the trans O=C−O−H arrangement indicates that conformers VI, VII, VIIIa, VIIIb have relative energies higher by more than 20 kJ mol −1 , with respect to the energy of conformer I. The only low-energy minimum found on this surface is that corresponding to the structure IIa/IIb. Therefore, it can be anticipated that conformers VI, VII, VIIIa, VIIIb have negligible thermal populations in the alanine gas-phase equilibrium (<0.1%, see Table I ), and then should not appear in a freshly deposited sample. Another important feature of this PES is that structures IIa and IIb are separated by a very low energy barrier. The 2D-PES (Fig. 2, right) shows that structures IIa and IIb are confined in a narrow area of the dihedral angles, and also that the two dihedral angles change simultaneously along the lowest-energy path connecting IIa and IIb.
In order to demonstrate this better, two relaxed onedimensional (1D) potential energy scans of the PES were calculated at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory in the vicinity of structures IIa/IIb (Fig. 3) . In one of them, the N−C−C=O dihedral angle was used as a driving coordinate (red trace and red X-axis in Fig. 3(a) ). In the other 1D-scan, the (Lp)−N−C−C dihedral angle was used as a driving coordinate (blue trace and blue X-axis in Fig. 3(a) ). The obtained 1D potential energy profiles (red and blue) show an almost linear correspondence. This is especially obvious if the relaxed values of the N−C−C=O dihedral angle are plotted as a function of the (Lp)−N−C−C dihedral angle ( Fig. 3(b) ), which shows that the two dihedral angles are not independent in the vicinity of forms IIa/IIb. The implication is that the vibrational motion along any of the two coordinates (either torsion of the amino group or torsion of the carboxyl group) is equally important when analyzing this fragment of the PES. From this viewpoint, form IIb can be converted to IIa barrierlessly, since the barrier is only about 0.2 kJ mol −1 . This energy barrier (IIb → IIa) stays below the zero-point vibrational energy of the related coordinates, as exemplified in Fig. 3 for the amino group torsional vibration (the calculated frequency is about 280 cm −1 or 3.5 kJ mol −1 ). In conformational terms this means that the IIa and IIb local minima coalesce into a single conformer which exercises a broad amplitude motion along the bottom of the potential energy well IIa/IIb.
In a matrix-isolation experiment, such a broad amplitude motion should result in a broadening of the absorption bands for form II. Equally important, at cryogenic temperatures (∼14 K in this study), due to the energy difference between IIa and IIb (predicted to be 1.3 and 0.8 kJ mol −1 , at the MP2 and QCISD levels, see Table I ), the entire population within this minimum will shift towards IIa.
In other experiments (such as experiments on ALA in gasphase) the consequence should be that form IIb cannot exist as a unique form independent of form IIa. To attain an even more precise theoretical description of this part of PES, we calculated 1D relaxed potential energy profiles in the vicinity of structures II at the QCISD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory (Fig. S2 ). This calculation resulted in the same conclusion: there is no independent form IIb in a monomeric ALA molecule.
In contrast to the trans O=C−O−H energy surface, the PES of ALA with a cis O=C−O−H arrangement, shown in the left part of Fig. 2 , indicates that all conformers found on this surface (i.e., I, IIIa, IVa, IVb, Va, and Vb) have low relative energies (below 10 kJ mol −1 ; see Table I ). Here, a relatively flat potential energy region occurs in the vicinity of structures III. Due to this feature, only structure IIIa was found as the minimum in the calculations carried out at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and MP2/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory. This result stays in contrast to previous calculations at the Hartree Fock (HF) level of theory, where both IIIa and IIIb were found as minima. 4, 6 Actually, the present calculations performed at the high level of theory, QCISD/6-311++G(d,p), also indicate structure IIIb of ALA as a minimum on the PES. Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 4 , the relaxed 1D-scans of the PES in the vicinity of structures I, IIIa, and IIIb, as a function of the N−C−C=O dihedral angle, calculated at the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) and QCISD/6-311++G(d,p) levels, suggest that structure IIIb is not a "true" ALA conformer, but rather an excited vibrational state of form I. This is because structure IIIb is not a minimum on the PES (at MP2 level) or, if it is a formal minimum (at QCISD level), the barrier for isomerization towards conformer I is only a few tenths of kJ mol −1 from the zero-point vibrational energy along the reaction coordinate. If in the case of the ALA cis O=C−O−H PES ( Fig. 2; left) only the relative energies are taken into account, it could be expected that all the conformers found on that surface (I, IIIa, IVa, IVb, Va, and Vb) would non-negligibly contribute to the gas-phase conformational equilibrium of alanine at 400 K (Table I) . However, when this gas-phase population is transferred into a low-temperature matrix, the probability of higher-energy forms to stay in the cryogenic sample depends on the barriers separating them from lower-energy forms. If the barriers are low enough (such as 5 kJ mol −1 ), and especially if the conformers in question differ only by internal rotation of hydrogen atoms, the higher energy forms will promptly relax, during deposition, into the lower energy counterparts and will not be trapped in a low-temperature matrix (conformational cooling). [24] [25] [26] [27] In this context, the analysis of the energy barriers for conformational isomerization becomes again crucial to the understanding of the conformational composition expected in the matrix isolation experiments. From  Fig. 2 , it can be seen that only low energy barriers separate the entire family of the cis O=C−O−H forms. For example, the energy barrier for the IIIa → I interconversion (via IIIb, see Fig. 4 ) is estimated to be only about 3 kJ mol −1 ; approximately the same barrier heights are also estimated for the IVa → I and IVb → I interconversions. Therefore, it can be expected that all the cis O=C−O−H forms would easily
It is interesting to analyze the full ALA potential energy surface from the following perspective: "which conformers besides the most stable form of ALA possess isomerization barriers high enough to prevent their relaxation to this conformer, so that they could be observed in a cryogenic matrix?" Obviously, form II satisfies this condition, because in order to be transformed into form I, it requires changing all the three main dihedral angles by ∼180
• , including rotation around the central C−C bond involving heavy atoms, and inversion of the O=C−O−H dihedral related with a high energy barrier. And indeed, this form has been already observed in a previous matrix-isolation study on alanine. 12 Further analysis indicates that form VI is another higher energy conformer that satisfies this requirement. Form VI can be transformed into form II by internal rotation around the central C−C bond, via forms VIIIa or VIIIb, with associated barriers of about 8 and 10 kJ mol −1 , respectively (Fig. 5) . It is important to note that such transformation requires movement of heavy atoms and surmounting the steric hindrance of the neighboring matrix atoms. Alternatively, form VI can be connected to form I via internal rotation of the OH group. Figure 6 shows the calculated potential energy profile for such rotation. The related barrier of ∼30 kJ mol −1 is also high enough to allow trapping of form VI in a matrix, provided that this conformer could be populated. Since this form has not sufficient thermal population at the sublimation temperature (see Table I ), another strategy has to be designed for its population. As it is described in detail below, conformer VI could be efficiently populated in situ by the near-IR excitation of the lower-energy conformer I initially trapped in the matrix from the gas phase. The attempt for the near-IR-induced photogeneration of conformer VI of ALA, and its spectroscopic characterization, was indeed one of the main objectives of the current work.
B. Infrared spectrum of matrix-isolated L-alanine
In previous studies, 28 , 29 the high-energy forms of carboxylic acids, with the O=COH fragment in the trans orientation, were in situ populated in low-temperature matrices, by near-IR excitation of the lower-energy cis conformers to higher OH stretching vibrational levels, followed by vibrational relaxation involving the isomerization torsional coordinate as acceptor mode. In matrices of noble gases, these high-energy trans forms have usually very short lifetimes. It has been demonstrated that the use of nitrogen as the matrix gas leads to substantial increase of the lifetime of the photogenerated high-energy trans conformers of formic and acetic acids. 30 Recently, a similar task of population and identification of a high-energy trans O=COH conformer has been successfully accomplished for glycine isolated in a nitrogen matrix. 31 The possibility of generation and spectral characterization of high energy trans O=COH conformers of ALA using a similar strategy was explored in the present work.
As it follows from the earlier experiments with alanine isolated in an argon matrix, only conformers I and IIa were found in the freshly deposited matrix samples in the present work. 12 As discussed in Sec. III A, the absence of other forms can be explained as due to the conformational cooling effect. The gas-phase populations of forms VI-VIII prior to deposition can be neglected, as shown in Table I , while the ways of conformational relaxation of forms III-V, which are predicted to be significantly populated in the gas phase, should be considered. The analysis of the PES of ALA (see Sec. III A) strongly suggests that forms III-V should relax into form I, thus increasing the population of this latter conformer in the matrix. This relaxation is expected to occur due to the low barriers for intramolecular rotation around the (Lp)−N−C−C and N−C−C=O dihedral angles. On the other hand, the conformational population of form IIa in the matrix will not be augmented by any other form and shall be equal to its population in the gas phase prior to deposition (between 6 and 16%; see Table I ). As a result, the population ratio I:IIa in a matrix could be expected to be approximately around 89:11 (this ratio is equal to the MP2 prediction and is also the average of the ratios estimated from the B3LYP, MP2, and QCSID levels of theory, see Table I ).
The experimental infrared spectrum of monomeric ALA isolated in a nitrogen matrix at 14 K is presented in Fig. 7 , together with the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ calculated spectra of conformers I and IIa, weighted by their expected relative populations (89% I and 11% IIa). The good agreement between the experimental and the theoretical spectra allows the unambiguous identification of conformers I and IIa in the nitrogen matrix (see Fig. 7 ). The IR assignment, together with the PED analysis for these two conformers is provided in Tables S2 and  S3 . In the experiments reported in Sec. III C, the bands due to conformer I were depleted upon near-IR irradiation, whereas the bands due to form IIa remained unchanged. This provided additional confidence in distinguishing between the bands due to the two forms in the spectra of the freshly deposited matrices.
C. Narrowband near-IR generation of a high-energy conformer of L-alanine
Before the near-IR-induced transformation of conformer I into form VI was attempted, the near-IR absorption spectrum of ALA isolated in a nitrogen matrix had been recorded. In the ν(O−H) overtone region of this spectrum, a broad feature was observed in the 6940-6908 cm −1 range (see below). Since this absorption is much broader than the bandwidth of our irradiation source, we were able to explore the effect of different irradiations by tuning the near-infrared beam at slightly different positions within the broad overtone absorption. In the first experiment, irradiation was performed at 6935 cm −1 , which corresponds to the highest-wavenumber component of the ν(O−H) overtone broad multiplet. The changes induced by the near-IR irradiation were monitored by collecting sample's mid-IR spectra.
As result of this near-IR irradiation, selective consumption of the IR bands due to conformer I was observed. Simultaneously, a new set of bands due to a photogenerated species appeared in the IR spectrum. The experimental difference spectrum, obtained by the subtraction of the spectrum recorded before any irradiation from the spectrum recorded after the near-IR irradiation, is shown in Fig. 8(a) . This difference spectrum is very well reproduced by the theoretical spectra predicted for conformer I (the reactant of the phototransformation) and for conformer VI (the photoproduct, see Fig. 8 ). Conformer IIa stayed unchanged during all near-IR irradiations of ALA isolated in nitrogen matrices (Fig. S3) . The assignment of the infrared bands of the hitherto unobserved ALA high-energy conformer VI is shown in Table II .
The presented data undoubtedly demonstrate that near-IR laser excitation of ALA conformer I to its first ν(O−H) overtone induces generation of the high-energy conformer VI (Scheme 1). Especially characteristic are the shifts of the ν(O−H) and ν(C=O) stretching frequencies (∼3594 cm −1 and ∼1792 cm −1 ) in the photogenerated conformer VI, with respect to the frequencies of the corresponding modes in conformer I (∼3552 cm −1 and ∼1768 cm −1 ). These shifts are in a very good agreement with the shifts between the respective bands in the calculated spectra of VI and I. The experimental blueshifts of the bands in question are ∼42 and ∼24 cm −1 , whereas the theoretically predicted blueshifts are 51 cm stretching vibrations upon the I → VI transformation is the disruption of the stabilizing intramolecular interaction in the cis O=C−O−H moiety and shortening of the OH and C=O bonds. Upon cis → trans isomerization, the QCISD calculated OH bond length changes (from 96.56 pm in I to 96.18 pm in VI), and as it is well-known, the corresponding νOH frequency should increase. 32 The C=O bond also shortens (from 120.70 pm in I to 120.08 pm in VI), and is in agreement with the observed increase of the νC=O frequency in form VI. 33 A similar effect was also previously reported to occur upon near-IR-induced generation of the trans O=C−O−H conformers of formic or acetic acids at the expense of the corresponding cis conformers. 28, 29 Other relatively intense bands due to conformer VI of ALA appeared at 1324 cm −1 , 1286 cm −1 , 1246/1239 cm −1 , 866 cm −1 , and 527 cm −1 , also in good agreement with theoretical bands predicted at 1305 cm −1 (δ 1 C2H + rock NH 2 ), 1257 cm −1 (δ 1 C2H + δOH), 1239 cm −1 (δOH), 872 cm −1 (inv NH 2 ), and 482 cm −1 (τ OH), respectively. In addition to the irradiation at 6935 cm −1 , irradiations at 6920 cm −1 and 6910 cm −1 , which are other prominent peaks in the broad multiplet band due to the ν(O−H) overtone of ALA conformer I, were also carried out (Fig. 9) . Interestingly, these irradiations led to a selective consumption of ALA conformer I, trapped in different matrix sites, as revealed by the decreasing IR bands of the ν(O−H) fundamental, namely, at 3552 cm −1 , 3545 cm −1 , and 3541 cm −1 , respectively. Different matrix microenvironments (sites) surrounding the isolated ALA molecules have a very pronounced effect on the spectral position of the band due to the ν(O−H) stretching vibration. For other IR bands, the environment effect is significantly weaker. Therefore, in other regions of the mid-IR spectrum, it is more difficult to separately observe the spectral manifestations of ALA molecules trapped in different matrix (97) a FTIR spectrum of ALA conformer VI generated upon NIR-laser irradiation at λ = 6935 cm −1 . For multiplet bands, bold wavenumbers designate the more intense components. The calculated frequencies were scaled by 0.950 and 0.980, above and below 3300 cm −1 , respectively. Experimental intensities are presented in qualitative terms: s = strong, sh = shoulder, m = medium, w = weak, and vw = very weak. Abbreviations, n.o. -not observed; n.i. -not investigated. b PED's lower than 10% are not included. Definition of internal coordinates is given in Table S1 . 42 sites and, consequently, to observe experimentally the effect of site-selectivity in the performed near-IR irradiation series of experiments. The present observations suggest that under the reported experimental conditions, the dominating process occurring upon near-IR excitation of the most stable conformer I of the compound was its transformation to form VI, differing from I essentially by the half-turn rotation of the OH group (Scheme 1). No new IR bands, appearing upon near-IR irradiation, could be assigned to any other conformation of ALA but the form VI. This shows that the hindrance induced by the rigid environment of solid nitrogen considerably hampers intramolecular rotations involving significant displacements of fragments of the molecule heavier than a hydrogen atom. narrowband near-IR irradiation with wavenumbers of 6935 cm −1 , 6920 cm −1 , or 6910 cm −1 ), the decay of conformer VI back to conformer I was observed in a time scale of minutes. While, for the matrix kept in the dark, the population of VI was decreasing and the population of I was increasing, no changes were observed in the IR bands ascribed to IIa.
The calculated barrier for the VI → I isomerization was estimated as ∼30 kJ mol −1 (Fig. 6) . In a matrix at 14 K, such isomerization cannot occur by the classic thermal (overbarrier) mechanism. Thus, a different phenomenon should be responsible for the observed relaxation of conformer VI to conformer I. Earlier studies on cytosine isolated in a lowtemperature argon matrix indicated that not only the near-IR excitation of the ν(O−H) overtone (leading to the ν = 2 vibrational state) but also the excitation to the first excited state of the ν(O−H) stretching vibration (including that promoted by the broadband mid-IR source of spectrometer) induced interconversion between the two amino-hydroxy conformers of the compound. 34 Such occurrence was rationalized in terms of an over-the-barrier process. The energy of the first excited state of the ν(O−H) stretching vibration is higher than the barrier estimated for the conformational isomerization of the amino-hydroxy forms of cytosine. 34 In ALA conformer VI the corresponding ν(O−H) stretching energy is ∼43 kJ mol To exclude excitation to the first excited state of the ν(O−H) stretching vibration as a cause of the VI → I transformation in ALA, the decay of conformer VI was monitored using a filter transmitting only light with wavenumbers lower than 2100 cm −1 (or, in other terms, only energies below 25 kJ mol −1 ), after the near-IR irradiation stopped. With this approach, the spontaneous depopulation of the photogenerated conformer VI and the concomitant repopulation of conformer I were measured as a function of time. Figure 10 (c) shows three spectra collected at different stages following irradiation at 6920 cm −1 . Integrated intensities of the IR bands due to the ν(C = O) vibrations in VI and in I (those shown in Fig. 10(c) ) were used to evaluate the changes in relative populations of these two forms. In the decay kinetics presented in Fig. 11 , the relative population of form VI estimated from the first spectrum recorded immediately after irradiation was assumed to be unity. Fitting the experimental data by single exponential decay kinetics (Fig. 11) gives an average halflife time (τ 1/2 ) of ∼15 min for the depopulation of ALA conformer VI in the dark and at 14 K (see also Tables S4  and S5 ).
The relatively short lifetime of the high-energy conformer VI is in agreement with the observation that it was also Tables  S4 and S5) .
not possible to totally convert I into VI by near-IR irradiation (Figs. 9(d)-9(f)). A fast recovery of depleted form I allowed a possibility of studying transformations (and decays) induced by different near-IR excitations on the same sample starting from the same common point (where the entire form VI is absent). Different packing sites were selectively pumped inducing excitations in different components of the overtone multiplet. The observed decay kinetics of conformer VI were very similar for all trapping sites. Spontaneous back reaction VI → I has the direction opposite to the near-IR-induced I → VI conversion. Hence, it seems possible that these two processes, once occurring simultaneously, lead to a stationary population ratio. The most plausible rationalization for the mechanism of back isomerization of ALA conformer VI to conformer I, in the dark at 14 K, is the occurrence of a tunneling decay, as reported previously for other matrixisolated molecules containing the carboxylic fragment, such as formic, 35 acetic, 29, 36 propionic, 37 2-chloropropionic, 38 benzoic 39, 40 acids, glycine, 31 and other systems, for example, hydroxycarbene. 41 Actually, if thermal isomerization is involved, form VI could be transformed into form IIa (via forms VIIIa or VIIIb) instead of isomerization into form I, since this process has a much lower energy barrier (i.e., 8-10 kJ mol −1 versus 30 kJ mol −1 , respectively; as compared graphically in Figs. 5 and 6) .
The obtained experimental evidence shows that the barrier of ∼30 kJ mol −1 , related with isomerization of the OH group in alanine, is crossed on a time scale of several minutes. This evidence prompts to extend a similar reasoning to the movement of light atoms about lower barriers. Namely, the barriers of ∼5-8 kJ mol −1 , related with movement of light atoms in the NH 2 group, should be overcome too (and much faster), if the remaining experimental conditions are comparable. This explains the non-observation of conformers differing only by the NH 2 group orientation from their lower energy counterparts, i.e., significantly reduces the number of structures amenable to observation, in principle (both in alanine and in other similar molecules).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Two conformers of L-alanine were detected for the monomers of the compound isolated in a low-temperature nitrogen matrix. The extensive theoretical study of the potential energy surface of the compound led to location of 12 minima. According to the theoretical predictions, seven L-alanine conformers should be non-negligibly populated in the gas phase. However, due to low barriers separating these conformers of L-alanine from lower energy conformers, they collapse to these latter when the molecules are cooled during formation of a low-temperature matrix. A never experimentally observed before high-energy conformer (VI), differing from the most stable form (I) of L-alanine only by rotation of the OH group, was photogenerated by irradiation of the samples with near-IR light. Thanks to the narrowband character of the light beam used for irradiation, it was possible to carry out the photoinduced conformational transformation in a siteselective way. Following the near-IR-induced conformational conversion, the spontaneous decay of the photoproduct and the repopulation of the most stable conformer of L-alanine (VI → I) were observed for a nitrogen matrix kept in the dark and at 14 K. The mechanism of this process was shown to involve a hydrogen atom tunneling. The half-life time of this process was estimated as ∼15 min.
